































































EE CS 16 B Module 3 Lecture 5
Announcements

0.25 EC point for each lecture you attendfor rest of the term
links eerslbb.org lecture ee

Lab Design Contest See Ed post ECopportunities

Course Evaluations 1.5 EC pts with 380 vesponeate

Last time a PCA motivation introduction

Ji Mi Note A gg vI

effective rank of data matrix A e car
typically

Young Eckart Theorem

min I A BA
sit B has rank l

is solved by B Ae att
I

1 11 EYEXijk e a 1112836 19

Today Wrapup PCA
Derive ks case Aight
is best Rank I approx to A

Note 16
Linearization for controlsee

Linear approx to non
linear function

Equilibrium operating points
Examples


































































PCA concept
Moxie recommendationproblem Netflipp

usituseruser Iiser
1 2 3 1000

Q matrix
Is Video 175 80 20
12Video 30 20 85

gig bij rating ofuser j for
fideo100 go 95 30 20 Video i

100 videos 2000 users users who
movies rate score the movies

Goal learn the low dimensional

structure underlying this big data

matrix

Say every movie is represented by 4 attributes
features

SERE a b c di
VIDEO

p P P P
action

bloodiness
comedy dramaor

level hovroad level level



































































































































Q T.si t T.tt te I I sat

r

Q U E VT EEE TF
r rank of Q

The KO principal components of Q
along the columns I 45 I
along the rows I VI VI

m 00 n 10007

a IIÉ a is
I Yoo MI

Yoo

We assume data is organized bycolumns
ie each data point is a soo dim vectorPj denoting
Uj'sratingsfor the 200 videos V1 21 Yoo

GOAL Find the first principal unionen'tvector direction
A is most informative about the data set



































































































































Projection of qt onto we qt I us

since I talk

To 95
I

ne Fat
on out

qt

of error dueIII https E e.FR
Summing error over all points

ME E KEETERMalky
i I

Find the wet that achieves the
minimum error


































































can also write as

WI argmin.EE 1qIE71P
S t IF I 1 1

HEE GI Gi as ofGI GIFT

gigi fi a it qt ai it q.tw
qi.TTIIp 1

11qilt2KqI w5tcqi.ws
1197112 gray

118112 1195112 gist

wi again Eigg Eat
depend on it


































































WI argmin E.ca.us augmax.E.q.at
a

S t Yet71 1 s t 11517 1

Choose at s t 27,57 is

qis largest
78
a

T

In 7

it

got

qt


































































Projection ofugdata point
onto

wa97
ATET

s zj
Pro off
onto
wh

E gt
x

Y

É

2 perspectives

oWI minimizes the sumofprojectionerrorsofthedata points

I auggax EGG wF

attest

wtt maximizes the spread ofthe data as measuredby
the sum of the squaredmagnitudesofthe projectionof thedata pts
Assumes the data pts ane mean removed

a.k.a the direction of maximum variances a probability
concept

ftp.jt is maximum outofscope
for 16B


































































wt angina É aingation.gs
St 11517 1

argmax It qq.tw ntw
product

to
arggax It QQ is Recall

Et Iw
W

U VTSUAVE
wheredo dig fi 53 rm
and U is an Mxn

orthonormalmatrix

that is the same U in D VENT
S has e values 6

It arggax at St and e rectors at

IN A L SUP IT

can be shown that 7 959,1 TSE is I P
where I is the maximum eigenvectorof S QQT
corresponding to AFG where the e vats of S

ane 6770223 3
2

Proof
Waite BERM in eigenbasis ur co ordinate system
I LM that t.thmhm E.IE


































































I NINETTE EITI EYE
Eggdid It's if.is

Edit dithit that

Satan So we want to find the at thatSUI 7242
maximizes ITS to sit WET itsÉm XmUm

where4,44ft HEL
eigenvalue
equations

If I UP Lil 42 93 4m 0
for s

drain am at Sa UTSA FAT Allied
If I AT LEO gel 4 2m 0

ITS WI UTSA Az

Similarly If EAT WTSI TESTA
We need to pick a weighted combination ofthe
Ti's since I Lit where Limit tats

a What is the optimal choice for the a's
A Talk 22 dm 110,0 D

WH argmin I'QQ'T A
HI IKI O


































































aigmin II 1197 ET TI UT
as

Similarly 2ndmost importantcomponent 42

More generally if we want the l dimensional

low rank approx tog the solution will
turn out to be Qe Er at Vt

EckartYoung theorem

If the data points of interest are organized

by rows instead ofby columns
010203 Vioor

110
02 4000

Q to D iHoo

arjun
1 11 2
É LETTIE TIER tint

right
singular
vector

Pi's are principal components along columns Ui
FE's rows Vis


































































SUMMARY Givendata pts RET ien
find the principal componentsof this data
1 Arrange the data into a matrix

It
Mean removal depending on application

center each column around 0 by
subtracting the column means from each

column

2 Compute X VE VE Tint Vt
3 For k principal component along the

columns choose I VI HI
For k principal components along the
rows choose 7,172 I

4 OPTIONAL Project data onto up M ut
to get low dimensional structure
use this to perform clustering classification



































































































































Linearization for control
so far in this course we have focused
on LINEAR control systems where
in discrete time

Ilk D A SICK BEEKS
or in continuous time

IET A FA BIG

RECAP First what is a linear system
Holds for CT and DT systems

If
t LE y t

217 LE yah

then
4914 LE ay t

x lat 214 LE y A Yet

I It LE II If


































































Ex i ye At matrix
multiplication

is a linear system

Why If Lf A and if Axity AI ye

then AKI BE HEYtBAE

fit y f
a daft differentiator

gift dg yea dealt

dalasaltitpa 4 halt't pdgf
ayMtpyatty


































































However in the real world manysystems
exhibit NONLINEAR behavior

En Transistors notjust on off switches but
work continuously with highly non
linear governing equations

Robotics control com havehighly non linear
dynamics e g applying feedback control
in order to stabilize an inverted pendulum on

a cart

Machine learning can have highly non linear
systems E.g gradientdescent can result in

non linear trajectories

Generally a nonlinear control system is characterizedby

ILIAD FLICK ICDDiscrete
We yah tray

Winput controltime vectorvector vector function

a
Continuous

time EH FGA Elt


































































Keyconcept How to deal w NL systems by approx
them locally using linen models by a

process called LINEARIZATION of the function f
Finedon fix se

fix ul seas

day fast Agiteatftormulation

Scalar functions One variable

fix f x stiffTeneral
P

specificfed depend on
opertaing how close

Thineas approx pointto fix se are

about
set

How does flat change in the neighbourhood of

Derivative of FM a Hel ge



































































